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Abstract Pechstein Case violates the basic values of an equal，correct，rapid，economic and other arbitration system，raising concerns about the rationality of
the proceedings of the CAS doping cases，although there is no other dispute resolution system that can be replaced，but there is consensus on the reform of the ar⁃
bitration procedure for doping cases. The new anti-doping division of CAS has been regarded as the starting point for the reform of the doping procedure. It is
necessary to break through the original path and rebuild the arbitration procedure to balance the interests of the athletes and the other parties. This paper argued
that the general value structure of the arbitral proceedings should be based on equality，correctness and economy，and some principles of universal law should be
adopted，supplemented by proper system design. Specifically，under the existing doping arbitration system，the concept of equality should be strengthened to pro⁃
mote the equality of the rules from the rules to the substantive equality of the ruling process. Establish the authority of the probe，synergy，promote multi-party
participation in the process of promoting the formation of interactive mode，to protect the parties have a reasonable，fair participation and objection. Establish the
principle of equalization of weapons and perfect the system of subsidy to a certain extent so that the arbitration procedure of the doping case is transformed from
formal equality to substantive equality. Fully guarantee the stability of the proceedings，to meet the parties to the outcome of the case control or expect the possi⁃
bility to be awarded the credibility of the ruling.
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自国际体育仲裁院（Court of Arbitration for Sports，CAS）成
立以来，国际奥林匹克委员会（the International Olympic Com-
mittee，IOC）、国家奥林匹克委员会（National Olympic Commit-
tees，NOCs）、国际单项体育联合会（International Federations，IFs）































































国际滑冰联合会（the International Skating Union，ISU）采集了佩

















tion and Rule）第24条、第25条及《ISU反兴奋剂条例》（The ISU
Anti-Doping Rules）第 13.2.1条、第 13.6条向 CAS提出上诉。
CAS认为，非法操作自己血液是造成其血液指标存在异常的唯
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